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inventor at a glance the ribbon interface in inventor 2011 is the same as in
previous versions, so you can familiarize yourself with the overall look of

the program by reviewing the autodesk inventor 2011 user guide. by
default, inventor 2011 comes with a three-part modeling and rendering
pipeline, enabling users to create parametric objects and then to render
them for viewing on the screen, and for printing on a variety of printers.
rendering can be performed with or without shadows, or with a particular
lighting scheme. once the project is finished, you can save it to a file, and

export it to 3d or pdf format. autodesk acquired alias in 2010, and from the
beginning the company had the goal of providing the same technology to
inventor and other autodesk products. thus, inventor 2011 continues the

trend of improvements of previous autodesk acquisitions, including
improvements to autocad mechanical, improvements to alias design for

inventor, improvements to alias fillmore, improvements to alias fusion, and
improvements to autocad electrical. as a whole, inventor 2011 is a solid

upgrade, and it is clear that autodesk has listened to its users and
responded by adding a lot of useful features. the greatest improvements
have come to the tools that are best used by engineers and architects,

such as parametric and history-based design and tooling. but the increased
emphasis on architectural design also means that inventor 2011 is more
intuitive for architects and engineers who need to create product-specific

designs. while the price of the full-featured version is set at $10,000,
autodesk gives potential customers the opportunity to download and install

inventor 2011 for free. this is a strong move for autodesk, as inventor is
the most popular autocad feature in use today.
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while i was using inventor, i was also using autodesk vault 2012 to access
autodesk vault 2011 content. autodesk vault 2012 is a new product that

allows you to access content from the internet from the inventor and
autodesk 360 applications. i was able to access the content from autodesk

vault 2011, and i was impressed with the speed at which it loaded the
content. vault 2012 works better with the inventor live designer than it did
with the previous version, and it makes it easy to create a history tree in

which you can access the content. however, the workflow in inventor is the
way its always been, and i wasnt able to find anything new or innovative

about how the product works. i wasnt able to get to my files on the dvds in
the box, so i have to wonder how valuable all the other content is. the fact
that inventor 2011 has a new interface is exciting, but its hard to tell if its
worth the amount of time it will take to learn how to use it. the autodesk

inventor 2011 software is available for download at
www.autodesk.com/inventor. a free 30-day trial is available at

www.com/trial. autodesk inventor 2011 is available in english and spanish.
“we are really excited about inventor 2011,” said bruno mesquita, product

manager of autodesk inventor. “as one of the most popular and well-
known graphics and engineering software applications, autodesk inventor

is a natural fit for architects, designers and engineers. its sophisticated
modeling tools and innovative user interface make it a perfect complement
to the other autodesk offerings.” “thanks to our strategic partnership with
autodesk, we are able to bring inventor to more designers and engineers
every day,” said chris rossi, vice president of the association of building
design professionals (abd). “with inventor, a broader range of users can
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now take advantage of autodesk’s advanced technology and take their
design to the next level.” 5ec8ef588b
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